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The Automatic Developing Chamber ADC2

 The desired activity is set in only a few minutes

The Option “Humidity Control”
Chromatographic separation on silica gel can be affected by 
stationary phase activity, which in turn is dependent on the 
relative humidity in the laboratory. Relative humidity varies tre-
mendously around the world by season and by region, causing 
differences in the results of chromatogram development. 

With the option “Humidity Control” the activity of the statio-
nary phase is adjusted with air of a defined relative humidity. 
This facilitates the possibility to standardize all developments 
either to a fixed relative humidity or to select a specific  
humidity for a specific task.

With the ADC 2 and the option “Humidity Control“ favorable 
chromatogram comparisons can be ensured at all times and all 
places. As a result, chromatography performed in humid sum-
mers or coastal climates can be compared to those performed 
in dry winters or in the highlands

Adjustment of activity is performed automatically in the ADC2:

1 The specifically designed module “Humidity Control” is 
connected to the ADC 2 to form a closed circuit in which a 
stream of air with defined humidity is generated by means 
of a saturated salt solution.

2 The desired activity of the stationary phase is established 
within 2 to 5 minutes and the on-line detection of humidity 
and temperature allows permanent process control.

By selecting a suitable salt solution almost any relative humidity 
can be established. For an average relative humidity of about 
47% Potassium thiocyanate (KSCN) has proven effective. For 
very low relative humidities a molecular sieve instead of the 
salt solution can be used.

The option “Humidity Control” can easily be installed by the 
customer at any time. It will be automatically recognized by 
the instrument as well as by the optional software winCATS.

ADC2 – Reproducibility, Safety  
and Convenience
Thin-Layer Chromatography is an open system and therefore easily influ-
enced by environmental effects and operator skills. This is particularly true 
if the activity of the layer, chamber saturation, or pre-conditioning of the 
layer is important for the specific separation. 

Reproducible results can only be achieved, if all such influencing factors are 
kept constant. In routine analysis these parameters should be standardized.

The Automatic Developing Chamber is universally applicable and gives re-
sults of unsurpassed reproducibility. It is designed to automate all manual 
operations necessary during chromatogram development. It is one of the 
strengths of the ADC 2 that it utilizes the CAMAG 20x10 cm Twin Trough 
Chamber, which permits analytical procedures based on such chambers to 
be employed without any changes.

The complete TLC development process in the ADC 2 is automated:

1 Prior to chromatography the activity of the layer can be adjusted to a 
selected level with the option “Humidity Control”.

2 Chamber saturation is established at the same time (time controlled).

3 The plate can then be lowered into the chamber without making con-
tact with the developing solvent, effecting a time controlled pre-condi-
tioning of the layer with the vapor phase of the developing solvent.

4 Finally chromatography is started by lowering the plate into the solvent.

5 During chromatography the position of the solvent front is monitored.

6 As soon as the solvent front has reached a pre-defined position (develo-
ping distance), the plate is removed from the solvent and dried under 
flow-optimized conditions.

7 When operated with winCATS all chromatographic parameters are 
recorded in compliance with GMP/GLP as part of the analysis and can 
be printed at any time.

The opening of the chamber during manual development as well 
as all other human and environmental influence factors have been 
eliminated in the ADC 2.

Key features of the Automatic Developing Chamber ADC2  
at a glance:
•� Fully automatic development of 20 x10 cm and 10x10 cm 

TLC/HPTLC plates

•� A conventional CAMAG 20 x10 cm Twin Trough Chamber  
is used for development. With such chambers existing ana-
lytical procedures can be used without change, while at  
the same time, environmental effects and operator errors  
are eliminated.

•� Operation in stand-alone mode or under winCATS

•� The user is free of all monitoring responsibilities, the operation
being fully traceable.

•� The option “Humidity Control” allows reproducible chroma-
tography at defined activity of the layer.

The ADC 2 with winCATS is compliant with the requirements 
of GMP/GLP and can be IQ/OQ qualified. If the device is to be 
used in a 21 CFR Part 11 environment, each winCATS work- 
station requires option 21 CFR Part 11 “compliance ready”.

The Automatic Developing Chamber offers 
reproducibility, safety and convenience for 
isocratic development of TLC/HPTLC plates 
and foils in the formats of 20x10 and 
10x10 cm.

Chromatogram development is the most 
critical step of Thin-Layer Chromatography.  
In the Automatic Developing Chamber 
ADC2 this step is fully automatic and repro- 
ducible, independent of environmental  
effects. The activity and pre-conditioning of 
the layer, chamber saturation, developing  
distance and final drying can be pre-set  
and automatically monitored by the ADC2.  
Two modes of operation are possible: 
stand-alone with input of parameters via 
keypad, or PC control from winCATS with 
process monitoring, documentation of 
operating parameters and reporting. 

 Cross section of ADC2 showing plate lift (1) and  
drying mechanics (2).


